
IVU TRAFFIC TECHNOLOGIES CHOOSES
REMOTE DESKTOP MANAGER TO

MANAGE OVER 400 MACHINES AND SERVERS

“you’ll realize how useful remote desktop manager 
is when you see how quickly you can login to a 
customer’s machine that you’ve never worked 
on before.”
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The application is completely free. 

Client snapshot

IVU Traffic Technologies AG (IVU) is located in Berlin and 
Aarchen, Germany, and has been developing integrated 
and customized IT systems for transport companies and the  
logistics sector since 1976. With a staff of about 300  
engineers, and trusted by over 500 customers worldwide, 
IVU provides certified, punctual transport solutions to 
some of the world’s largest and fastest-growing cities.

Challenge: Get rid of Excel sheets to 
manage logins and IP addresses

Alexander and his team found it frustrating, time  
consuming, costly and risky to manage hundreds of 
logins and IP addresses via Excel sheets; frequently  
configure VPNs for new colleagues; and facilitate access from 
each new PC to server farms. They needed a solution that 
was robust, cost effective, and would help them do 
more with less.

Solution: Centralized and unified storage using  
Remote Desktop Manager Server

In 2012, IVU selected Remote Desktop Manager (RDM) to 
handle a large project involving over 100 machines and, 
in particular, to help them select different login instances. The 
impact of RDM was immediate and measurable, and IVU 
quickly upgraded to Remote Desktop Manager Server. 

Here is what IVU’s Project Manager Alexander Gran 
says about the decision to choose RDM:

— Especially the server version, which makes the decision a 
no-brainer. you’ll realize how useful it is when you see how 
quickly you can login to a customer’s machine that you’ve  
never worked on before. There’s no hassle setting up vpns or 
logins, no digging around in text files describing logins, and no 
outdated passwords.”


